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Thank you Brenda and the Committee for inviting me once again.  I had a very 

pleasant day with some lovely cats and the company of Rachel Clarke. 

 

Original Foreign Shorthair Grand Premier (Male) 

 

GR. PC  DAWSON’S PR. GLENDAVAN LEONIDAS (23) MN 

29.9.08  A strong Usual Aby boy of good size and weight.  Lovely Aby expression.  

Large pricked ears.  Moderate and well balanced wedge.  Slight nose break in profile.  

Level bite.  Chin, lips and nostrils cream although extends a little down the neck.  

Green eyes set well apart, large and expressive and having a slight oriental setting.  

Short, close lying coat with good ticking and no grey roots.  Deep apricot undercoat 

and black ticking.  Distinct facial pigmentation lines.  Black tip to tapered tail.  Short 

black hocks.  Handled very well and in super condition. 

 

RESERVE ARNOLD’S UK & IGP PAPAVER PARIS (33 31s) MN 7.9.04  

Another lovely boy with large, wide based ears set rather high on the head.  Good 

strong medium wedge with high cheekbones.  His flat skull curves gently at the brow 

to an almost straight nose.  Bite level, chin could be a fraction stronger.  Large oval 

eyes.  Short well rippled coat all over.  Very long tapered tail which is well covered 

and waved – just a slight thinning of the coat at the base of the tail.  A boy with the 

most wonderful of temperaments. 

 

Original Foreign Shorthair Grand Premier (Female) 

 

GR PC CURTIS’ PR. CURTILLA PSKOVA (16a) FN 15.10.05  A friendly 

Russian girl with a good Russian look.  Fairly large well set ears.  Well balanced head 

with a short wedge (muzzle)..  Wonderful vivid green to her almond shaped eyes.  

Flat skull, good angle at brow level to short straight nose.  Level bite and good chin.  

Short, dense double coat which is sound in colour at the roots – medium blue with a 

nice overall silvery sheen.  Very very faint tail rings. 

 

2
nd

 (R w/h) WARRENER’S GR. PR. PERIBROOK SNOWDROP (33a40 18) 

FN 17.10.01  I liked this lady a lot as she has a good Devon expression to her typy 

head.  Short broad wedge with a good stop to her short nose.  Large low set ears 

which are very wide at the base.  Flat skull.  Brow rounded.  Lovely expressive eyes 

which are wide set, large and oval.  Full cheeks.  Broad chest.  Good firm body and 

slim legs.  Well covered and waved soft short coat, just slightly sparse under her 

cheeks.  Tail is long and well covered.  This may be her age but sadly her bite is 

undershot which was my reason for withholding the Reserve placing today. 

 

Russian Blue Adult (Male) 

 

1
ST

 & CC PEARCE’S ADNIOSH MISHA (16a) M 19.3.09   A friendly young 

Russian boy with a fair Russian expression.  Large ears with very long tufts, almost 

vertically set.  Head has a short wedge with good whisker pads.  Level bite and good 

chin.  Flat skull, fairly clear angle.  Straight nose.  Short, sound mid blue coat with 



quite good density.  Elegant boy of good size and weight.  Tail of good length but 

rather thick.  Eyes looked mainly green but yellowish at the rim. 

 

2
ND

 CAMPITELLI’S SERNIK MISCHARIMSKY (M) 14.9.08  A really big 

strong boy.  Slightly longer wedge and already has jowls.  Shows whisker pads.  

Rather small and deep set eyes of good vivid green colour.  Fair sized ears but set too 

wide apart.  Level bite and good chin.  Angle could be better defined.  Short, sound 

mid blue coat with fair density.  Very long tapered tail with a few faint tail rings. 

 

Considered for BOB 

 

PEARCE’S CH. SILLOC SERGIE (16a) M 13.5.03  A very large and strong but 

rather timid male.  He does have a short wedge of good width but large jowls and very 

wide set rather small ears which totally detract from his other good points.  He has a 

wonderfully soft, thick and plushy coat, not quite sound but mid blue with a good 

silvery sheen.  He doesn’t show himself off well. 

 

Russian Blue Adult (Female) 

 

1
st
 CC & BOB CURTIS’ CH. DENILLANNE CORINTHIA (16a) F 14.8.04  

Dainty girl but of good weight.  Well set vertical ears of fair size.  Good short wedge 

plus her strong prominent whisker pads.  Flat skull, angle at eye level and short 

straight nose.  Almond shaped, slightly deep set eyes of excellent vivid green colour.  

Slightly darker blue coat, fairly sound with good plushy texture on her sides but lying 

a fraction flat on the spine.  Tapered tail with a few faint rings.  Handled well. 

 

2
ND

  WHEELER’S WARWICK KAILANI (16a) F 11.11.08  A young 

and immature looking Russian girl who was not happy.  Fairly large vertically set ears 

although they need more width at the base.  Rather a narrow head overall with a long 

narrow wedge.  Showing no whisker pads.  Excellent green colour to eyes but they are 

rather oriental in setting.  Bite level.  Coat is a pale blue, sound but is not double and 

consequently lies completely close to the body which is a withhold certificate in the 

Standard of Points.  Long tapered tail with several rings.   

 

AV Foreign Adult (Male) 

 

1
st
 MISKELLY’S GR. CH. GLENDAVAN KAISER SOEZE (23) M 23.8.07  

Usual Aby male with large pricked ears.  Moderate wedge with gentle head contours 

and slightly rounded muzzle.  Oval eyes with slight oriental set.  Chin, lips and 

nostrils cream.  Lovely coat texture, not too soft.  Tapered tail with black tip.  Rich 

ruddy orange undercoat and black ticking.   

 

2
ND

 HEDLUND’S SPRINGMEADOW GOLDUST (76 20) M 30.9.07  A large 

(and noisy) Marbled Bengal with a lovely soft and dense feel to his coat.  Distinct 

random marbled pattern.  Rich rufus colour to undercoat.  Strong broad head.  

Smallish short based ears.  Medium length thick tail.  Lovely golden paws. 

 

3
rd

 ALGER-STREET’S CH. TYPHAST GREATBALLSOFIRE (76 30) M 

2.3.06 

 



AV Foreign Adult (Female) 

 

1
st
 DARBY’S GR. CH. SILVERSMOKE SPINDRIFT (23c) F 21.11.07  A 

dainty Blue Aby girl with a lovely expression.  Good gentle head contours.  Large 

ears set following the lines of her wedge.  Slight nose break in profile.  Level bite, 

chin could be firmer.  Large, rounded almond shaped eyes with a slight oriental slope.  

Short, close lying coat.  Distinctly ticked and with really good pinky mushroom 

undercoat all over.  Short blue hocks and blue tail tip.  Broken necklet. 

 

2
nd

 CHERKAS’ CH. JUSARKA YIN YANG (34) F 2.12.04  Another lovely 

girl of good semi cobby type.  Good heart shaped look to head with a well developed 

muzzle.  Quite good prominence to her large open eyes of pale green.  Large flat 

forehead.  Slight stop and downward curve to nose.  Good firm chin and level bite.  

Short, close lying coat with even silver tipping.  Handled well and in super condition. 

 

3
rd

 ALGER-STREET’S CH. TYPHAST COLLUMBINE (76 30) F 14.3.08 

 

AV Foreign Breeders Neuter 

 

1
st
 ANDERSON’S PR. SEMILLA ANGELO (16a) MN 24.5.08  A lovely 

Russian neuter with a good Russian expression and good balanced head proportions.  

Large, vertically set ears.  Almond shaped eyes of good green.  Short, broad wedge 

with great whisker pads as well.  Elegant and strong body and long slender limbs.  

Oval paws.  Level bite and fair chin.  Short, even length soft coat, fairly sound and 

with a good overall silvery sheen.  Handled well but happier in his pen. 

 

2
ND

 RAVENSCROFT’S GOLUBOI ELANEC (16a) FN 8.4.02  I was very torn 

between my winner and this young lady.  She is a lovely girl with the most super 

temperament.  She has a really thick and plushy mid blue coat.  Good short wedge and 

prominent whisker pads.  Flat skull, angle and short, straight nose.  Long tapered tail – 

a few tail rings.  Wonderful deep vivid green eyes.  A real paddy paws! 

 

3
rd

 MACEY’S CH. FECHELDEE VENUS (74c) FN 26.5.01  Another very nice 

female.  Lovely balanced head of moderate proportions.  Medium sized ears which are 

equally balanced between the side and top of head.  Slight whisker pinch as desired.  

Warm lilac body colour merging gently to darker lilac points.  Aqua colour to eyes.  

Coat seemed a little open but I thought perhaps she was feeling the cold.  Superb 

temperament. 

 

AV Foreign Neuter not bred by Exhibitor 

 

1
st
 LEE’S GR. PR. KALUKIKATZ ARABESQUE (76 20) FN 1.3.05  This 

girl just amazes me – such a wonderfully calm and stately cat – she almost walks onto 

the trolley!  Super coat and type – the most expressive green eyes.  Deep rufus colour 

to undercoat and clear black marbling.  Good thick shape to tail.  Puffed nose leather.  

Spots on legs.  Really dense soft coat. 

 

2
nd

 WILLIAMS’ GR. PR. SANTILLO JASMIN (78 30s) FN 3.7.07  Egyptian 

Mau girl with a lovely temperament. A large strong girl with a good “worried” 

expression.  Gooseberry green eyes.  Uniform nose lines.  Slight resilience to her 



medium length coat with distinct spotting.  Medium sized ears, broad at the base with 

ample width between them. 

 

3
rd

 HARBOTTLE-SEAR’S GR. PR. KARESAMA SILVER SEAPRINCE 
(72 43bsq) MN 1.11.07 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


